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Key Questions
How does a habitat impact on survival and growth?
What is life like in the USA? (Geo)

Broadening minds/horizons
Paignton visit
Hold a ‘USA Day’ (Geo)

Key Texts
The Train to Impossible Places - Guided
Poetry
Brightstorm
The kid who came from Space

Oracy Skills:

For gestures to become increasingly
natural.

To use an increasingly
sophisticated range of sentence
stems with fluency and accuracy.

To be able to draw upon knowledge of the world to support
their own point of view and explore different perspectives.
E.g. In a discussion about vegetarianism, rather than saying
‘my mum is a vegetarian so eating meat is wrong’ to be able
to say ‘lots of people don’t eat meat because they believe
killing animals is cruel’.

None

Explicit teaching ideas
- Share gestures pupils see each other using. Video presentation/ speaking opportunity and comment on use of gestures.
- Focus work using Year 5 ‘sentence stem bank’. Children pick out some sentence stems they don’t use and try to incorporate them into
speech.
- Make it explicit to children that they can use their own knowledge of the world to support their point of view. Choose subjects that relate
to this term’s curriculum and explore other perspectives. Model how this can be added to an argument.
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SCIENCE – Living things and their habitats (Plant life cycle statements)
*This cohort experienced the Y3 plants unit as home learning (COVID). This may mean they need to revisit the Y3 areas of knowledge in order to be ready to
move onto this learning. Because of this, this unit should take priority this term.*
Prior Learning:
• Explore the part that flowers play in the life cycle of flowering plants, including pollination, seed formation and seed dispersal. (Y3 - Plants)
Key Concepts:
As part of their life cycle, plants and animals reproduce. Plants reproduce both sexually and asexually. Bulbs, tubers, runners
and plantlets are examples of asexual plant reproduction which involves only one parent. Gardeners may force plants to
reproduce asexually by taking cuttings. Sexual reproduction occurs through pollination, usually involving wind or insects.

Key Vocabulary:
flowering, nonflowering, plants,
human impact,
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Pupils should study and raise questions about their local environment throughout the year. They should observe life-cycle
changes in a variety of living things, for example, plants in the vegetable garden or flower border. They should find out about
the work of naturalists and animal behaviourists, for example, David Attenborough and Jane Goodall. Pupils should find out
about different types of reproduction, including sexual and asexual reproduction in plants. Pupils might work scientifically by:
observing and comparing the life cycles of plants in their local environment with other plants around the world (in the
rainforest, in the oceans, in desert areas and in prehistoric times), asking pertinent questions and suggesting reasons for
similarities and differences. They might try to grow new plants from different parts of the parent plant, for example, seeds,
stem and root cuttings, tubers, bulbs.

nature reserves,
deforestation.
Sexual, asexual,
reproduction, cell,
fertilisation, pollination,
male, female,

Skills:
Presentation and communication of results:
Record data and results of increasing complexity, using scientific diagrams and labels, classification keys, tables, bar, line and scatter graphs, and models.
Report findings from investigations, including written explanations of and degree of trust in results, explanation involving causal relationships, and
conclusions to support or refute ideas or arguments.
Present findings in written form, displays and other presentations to refute or support arguments.
Use primary and secondary sources and be able to justify their ideas.
Analysing/reviewing results/data and forming conclusions
Identify patterns in data presented in various formats, including line graphs, scatter graphs, classification keys and scientific diagrams and labels to inform
predictions, recognising obvious inconsistencies.
Distinguish between opinion and scientific evidence in contexts related to science, and use evidence rather than opinion to support or challenge scientific
arguments.
Use scientific ideas and vocabulary accurately when describing processes or phenomena.
Use abstract ideas or models of more than one step when describing processes or phenomena.
Knowledge:
Know and describe the life cycles common
to a variety of plants (growth,
reproduction and death)
Describe the life processes of reproduction
in some plants and animals, including

Learning opportunities:
• Can explain the difference between sexual and asexual reproduction and give examples of how plants
reproduce in both ways
• Can identify patterns in life cycles
• Can explain how a range of plants reproduce asexually
• Grow and observe plants that reproduce asexually e.g. strawberries, spider plants, potatoes.
• Take cuttings from a range of plants e.g. African violet, mint.
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sexual and asexual reproduction in plants,
and sexual reproduction in animals

• Plant bulbs and then harvest to see how they multiply.
• Use secondary sources to find out about pollination.

Enquiry types:
Identifying and Classifying

Fair Testing

Pattern Seeking

Research

Observation over time
How does a bean change as
it germinates?

GEOGRAPHY – a country study of the USA
Prior Learning In the Autumn Term, pupils developed their map skills by locating North America and naming its countries and major cities. They now focus
on the USA specifically to complete their country study – the focus of which will be on human geography.
Key Concepts:
Place
● Understand that the physical and/or cultural attributes of a place is important. Physical
characteristics of weather and temperature, land and soil, and plant and animal life begin to
interlink with Cultural attributes include: how countries have been shaped by their history
and their geographies, understanding that there are different geographical similarities and
differences, diversity – challenging stereotypes, languages, religions and ethnicities, where
and how people settle, transportation, economics, and politics.
Location
 Understand that Location can be described in two ways: absolute and relative and answers
the question of “Where is it?”
- Absolute describes the position of a feature or event in space, using some form of
geographic coordinates.

Key vocabulary:
country, continent, city, capital city, major cities,
states, USA, Washington DC, North America, Atlantic
Ocean, Pacific Ocean, New York, Chicago, San
Francisco
human features, physical features, landmarks
Statue of Liberty, Golden Gate Bridge, Mount
Rushmore, Delani, Missouri River, Grand Canyon,
weather, climate
population, population distribution, migration,
currency, language, food, religion, culture, diversity,
Thanksgiving, tourism, education, school
trade, economy, industry, exports
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-

●

Relative uses descriptive text to describe the position of the feature or event in
relationship to another object or event. What is the distance and direction of a place
from another?
Geographic features are visualized using a map which is a representation of reality (and
bias). The size and scale affect the degree of generalization of the features being mapped.
E.g. A large scale map shows a smaller geographic area (e.g. a map of a city or a
neighbourhood) but shows a greater amount of detail (e.g. the entire street network and all
branches of a river).

Change
 Understand geographical processes (including human, e.g. migration, pollution) and ask
questions about how these change landscapes and places over time.
 Understand how some changes have irreversible and reversible impacts (link science).
Interconnectedness & Culture
 Understand the cause and effect (link History) of an event in one region or area that affects
another area and takes a look at the connectivity and relationships of features. For example,
a change in land use from rural to city can affect traffic congestion in adjoining areas, a
geographical event such as drought may affect migration).
Skills:
Location & Place – World Geography (UKS2):
 Name and locate countries of the world with a focus on North and South America concentrating on their environmental regions, key physical and
human characteristics, countries and major cities.
 Use maps, atlases and a globe to locate a range of countries around the World, the main mountain ranges and longest rivers.
 Locate major cities of the World and discuss similarities and differences between some of these
 Investigate the environmental regions of the World with a focus on North and South America and compare and contrast these.
 Identify the position and significance of latitude and longitude.
 Use maps, atlases and globes to understand latitude and longitude.
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Identify the position and significance of the Prime/Greenwich Meridian and times zones, including day and night).
Use a world map to identify Prime/Greenwich Meridian and times zones and consider time differences around the world, including day and night.

Location & Place – Similarity & Difference (UKS2):
 Understand the similarities and differences (both human and physical) of a region of the UK and a region of North or South America.
 Locate both regions on a map and use the scale to calculate approximate distance.
 Locate key human and physical features of the region in North or South America and relate these features to the locality (e.g. population size near
tourist landmarks/rivers, transport links to mountains).
 Locate man-made features and reflect on the importance of the tourism industry in these areas.
Human Geography (UKS2):
 Change - Understand how some human processes make changes that are irreversible and reversible (link science).
 Population - Know how the services and resources available in different localities affect the lives of the people; Understand how the distribution of
natural resources including energy, food, minerals and water affect the lives of people; Studying a region of the United Kingdom and a region globally;
Begin to understand how population growth changes over time and impacts on local and global resources.
 Settlements & Land Use - Understand how the distribution of natural resources including energy, food, minerals and water affects the land use and
settlements; Be able to identify and discuss these through studying a region of the United Kingdom and another region globally; To understand the
interaction of human land use on physical geography, e.g. Identify the advantages and disadvantages of building a dam. Describe the positive and
negative effects of tourism mountains have on an area.
 Migration - Understand the movement of people in relation to geographical constraints, both human (e.g. economy, resources, war), and physical
(e.g. weather, drought, flooding).
 Trade - Understand the different transport routes and impacts of world trade and the movement of goods in relation to geography constraints.

Enquiry (UKS2)
 Asking - Develop their own considered enquiry questions
 Selecting tools & processes - Decide which sources, tools and processes would help to give them a balanced and well supported response.
 Mapping Skills - Read and make plans and maps using a greater range of symbols and keys (including contours) accurately; be able to select an
appropriate scale for maps; make appropriate choices when using digital computer mapping to begin to describe the features studied.
 Directions/Compass - Use the 8 points of the compass; 4/6 figure grid reference for UK and wider world.
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Collecting & Recording Data/Information - Observe and record human and physical features in the local area using a range of methods; Use
increasingly complex OS, atlas and world maps to identify countries and topographical features including the UK, continents and oceans; To select the
most appropriate method to record information.
Observing & Investigating - Analyse maps and charts to support arguments and justify their conclusions.
Links to Maths & Science – Measure, Co-ordinates; Line Graphs & comparisons; Planning an experiment; Be able to differentiate between
mathematical co-ordinates and geographical grid references.
Reflecting - Begin to look at and interpret sources/ findings critically by identifying bias and accuracy to help reach conclusions; Be able to compare
and contrast multiple elements and begin to identify that different opinions are held.
Communicating - Be able to select and compare appropriate methods of communicating learning considering audience and purpose; Communicate
their findings using increasingly technical geographical terms.
Evaluating - Be able to share an opinion, explain reasoning, critically reflect on reliability and respectfully refute counter arguments using factual
information.

Knowledge
 Know the location of the USA on a World Map
 Name the continent and bordering countries of the USA
 Name the capital and other major cities of the USA
 Name the main human and physical features of the USA
 Understand aspects of American culture – language,
food, music, sports, religion, celebrations
 Know why some people choose to visit the USA
 Know the USA’s main industries and exports and
understand the country’s role in World Trade
 Know what similarities and differences there are
between England and the USA
 Know what life is like for an American child

Learning Opportunities
 Hook: Before introducing USA, present pupils with a range of items linked to the USA –
Which country will they be learning about?
 Explore what pupils already know and what they would like to find out about the USA
 Develop enquiry questions (see below for guidance) and aim to focus on human
geography
 Locate the USA using maps and atlases – identifying continent, bordering countries,
capital city, major cities, coastline, oceans, etc (link back to Aut 2)
 Look at images of human and physical features. Can pupils sort them into human and
physical features?
 Use the internet to research up-to-date data about the USA
 Complete a comparative fact-sheet of the USA and England (land mass, major rivers,
weather, climate, landmarks, language, population, religion, currency, exports, etc)
 Watch a film about what life is like for an American child (i.e. a day at school)
 Hold a ‘USA Day’ – making links to other curriculum subjects such as music, art and
dance
 Design a poster or advert attracting tourists to the USA
 Complete an end of unit quiz all about the USA
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Enquiry (Key) Questions:
 Where is the USA? What is it like there?
 What are the main human and physical features of the USA?
 Why do people choose to visit the USA?
 What role does the USA have in World Trade?
 What is life like for an American child? What is school like?
 What are the geographical similarities and differences between the USA
and England?
 How is the USA changing?
 Why is it important to learn about the USA?

Resources/Useful websites:
Royal Geographic Society –
https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/united-states-of-america(usa)/
BBC Bitesize – Florida https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z3fycdm/articles/zrg3qp3
Twinkl – USA Unit
PlanBee – North America Unit

COMPUTING
Prior Learning: Children have coded in Scratch for 2 years, using Scratch Jr prior to this. They have used repeating code, considered debugging and used
variables.
Key Vocabulary: Code, manipulate, debug, algorithm, variables, outcome.
Programming
5-79 - Use logical reasoning to explain how a simple algorithm works.
5-80 - Design and debug programs that implement algorithms to achieve a given goal with simple
interactions.
5-81 - Confidently decompose a problem into smaller parts and use this within a program
5-83 - Use logical reasoning to detect errors in algorithms, adapt, correct and alter programs
(debugging) when they are found. Explain what bugs were found and how they were fixed.
5-84 - Explore the use of string, number and random variables within programs.
5-87 - Change variables in a simulation and predict the outcome.
5-88 - Use REPEAT, UNTIL and IF, THEN commands within programs.
5-89 - Use logical reasoning to explain how an algorithm works and predict outcome.
5-90 - Use co-ordinates in code to control location and movement of an object.

Learning Opportunities:
Use online Scratch so all devices can access.
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/editor/?tutorial=getSt
arted
Create a simple catch game, take a look at the repeat
until code to see how it works, alter the code to see
what it can do. Try out the Flying bugs program, add
some extra features.
Scratch – Catch Game - (Resources – Example & How
to)
Scratch – Repeat Until – (Resources – Example & How
to)
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Scratch - Flying bugs – (Resources – Example, How to)

Enquiry (key) questions: How can bugs cause a problem?
ART
Prior learning:
● etching and engraving on foil print on different surfaces,
● design patterns with increasing complexity and repetition)
● using relief string printing on card in response to music, positive and negative images,
● polysterene printing

Key Concepts:
To develop a wide range of art and design techniques in using colour, patterns, texture, line,
shape, form and space

Key Vocabulary:
 Print
 Accurate
 Design criteria
 Colours
 Different materials

Skills:
 select and record ideas in sketch book, together with notes and ideas about work and any information found out about specific artists.
 Build up layers and colours/textures.
 • Organise their work in terms of pattern, repetition, symmetry or random printing styles.
• Choose paints and overlay colours
Knowledge:
 Who William Morris was and what he and his company designed and made
 What is woodblock printing

Learning Opportunities:
 Introduction to William Morris and understanding block
printing
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How William Morris used hand woodblock printmaking in his designs
Study closely some of William Morris’s designs



Draw two drawings of details from the designs of William
Morris
 Draw your own designs from nature
 Create a simple two-colour design inspired by William
Morris and nature, using only coloured paper, scissors and
glue
 Preparing your print block using your two-colour design
Inking and printing your print block

Enquiry (key) Questions:
MUSIC
Prior learning
Key Concepts

Key Vocabulary

Composing and improvising

Glissando A ‘slide’ between notes, i.e. when a
beater is swiped over the notes of a
xylophone. (The most famous glissandos are
played by trombones)
Jam a quick, informal and instant way of
putting musical ideas together
Pitched percussion percussion instruments
that can play different pitches – xylophones,
glockenspiels, chime bars etc.
Pulse the steady ‘’beat’ underneath much
music made up of notes of the same length
(like a ticking clock)
Unpitched percussion percussion instruments
that can only make a limited number of
sounds – drums, shakers woodblocks,
tambourine etc.







listen and reflect on a piece
of orchestral music
create own Latin inspired
rhythmic ostinatos
learn rhythms from
Bernstein’s ‘Mambo’ and
structure them into a piece
perform as an ensemble
learn musical language
appropriate to the task

Musical elements
-

Pulse - the steady beat
Rhythm - combination of long and short sounds to make
patterns
Pitch - range of high and low sounds
Dynamics - how loud or quiet the music is
Tempo - how fast or slow the music is
Timbre - A musical dimension that describes the quality
and character of the sound of the instruments used
Structure - how sections are ordered to make the whole
piece
Texture - A musical dimension that describes the layers of
sound in music.
Notation - the link between sound and symbol
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The composer: Leonard BERNSTEIN
 American composer, pianist, conductor, educator
 Wrote musicals, operas, songs, symphonies and film scores
 Had a popular TV show in which he explained music to children
The music: ‘Mambo’ from West Side Story
 Written in 1957 for a musical re-telling of Romeo & Juliet
 The story is set in New York and about rival gangs – the Jets and the Sharks
 Much of the music is inspired by Central American (Latin) rhythms

Ongoing Skills & Knowledge:
Listening
Identify and describe the sound of instruments within a piece of music, referring to the inter-related
dimensions.
Recognise the style of music and important musical features of the style.
Think about the message of a song.
Discuss the structure of the music with reference to verse, chorus, bridge, repeat signs, and final chorus
Composing
Small groups or pairs, compose to evoke a specific atmosphere, mood or environment or to accompany
a film or a scene in a book.
Work in pairs to compose a short ternary piece. (A – B – A)
Create simple melodies using up to 5 notes and simple rhythmic patterns that work with the style of the
song.
Experiment with a wider range of dynamics, including fortissimo (very loud), pianissimo (very quiet),
mezzo forte (moderately loud) and mezzo piano (moderately quiet).
Record the composition using time signatures, staff notation or technology
Improvise with rhythm, using voice and instruments (up to three notes)
Improvise freely over a drone or groove using tuned percussion and melodic instruments.
Musicianship

Learning Opportunities:
BBC Ten Pieces: Mambo from West Side Story














Listen and describe a piece of music
Watch the film and discuss
Create and perform a rhythmic pattern
to a pulse
Orchestrate this pattern
Learn to play a (mambo) pulse
Choose appropriate instruments and
work in groups to perfect the pulse
Learn to play mambo rhythms
Choose appropriate instruments and
work in groups to perfect these
rhythms
Learn and invent a tune
Create short pieces using pulse,
ostinato and melody
Structure all ideas into a piece
Perform the piece to an audience
Use technical terminology where
appropriate
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Further understand the symbols for semibreves, minims, crotchets, crotchet rests, paired quavers and
semiquavers and say how many beats they represent.
Understand the difference between 2/4,3/4 and 4/4 time signatures.
Read and perform pitch notation within an octave.
Read and play short rhythmic phrases at sight, using conventional symbols for known note durations.
Understand how triads (chords) are formed and play them on tuned percussion or melodic instruments.
Identify the stave and symbols on the stave (such as the treble clef), the name of the notes on lines and
in spaces, a flat sign and a sharp sign.
PE
Prior Learning

Real PE – Physical
Level 4, 5 & 6
Dynamic balance to agility (FUNS 6)
Static balance (FUNS 1)
Swimming
Skills:

Application of skills

Real PE – Health & Fitness
Level 4, 5 & 6
Static balance (FUNS 4)
Co-ordination (FUNS 10)

Stance
Footwork
Knockouts
Dodgeball
Beanbag raid

Exceeding
I can self select and perform appropriate warm-up and cool down activities.
I can identify possible dangers when planning an activity.
Expected
I can record and monitor how hard I am working.
I can explain how often and how long I should exercise to be healthy.
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I can describe the basic fitness components.
Emerging
I can explain why we need to warm-up and cool down.
I can describe how and why my body changes during and after exercise.
Swimming until 16.05.22

Cricket
Use different techniques to hit a ball.
Identify and apply techniques for hitting a tennis/cricket/rounders ball.
Explore when different shots are best used.
Develop a backhand technique and use it in a game.
Practise techniques for all strokes.
Use fielding skills as a team to prevent the opposition from scoring.
RE
Prior Learning: Jesus’ teachings (gospels)
Key Concepts:

Understanding the Christian ideas of salvation.

Key Vocabulary: Salvations, forgiveness, sacrifice,
communion, holy week, gospels.

Skills/Knowledge/Understanding
Make sense of belief: Outline the ‘big story’ of the Bible, explaining how Incarnation and Salvation fit within it. Explain what Christians mean when they
say that Jesus’ death was a sacrifice.
PSHE
Prior Learning: Learning in this year group starts focussing on the emotional aspects of relationships and friendships. With this in mind, children explore
jealousy and loss/ bereavement. They identify the emotions associated with these relationship changes, the possible reasons for the change and strategies
for coping with the change. The children learn that change is a natural in relationships and they will experience (or may have already experienced) some of
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these changes. Children revisit skills of negotiation particularly to help manage a change in a relationship. They also learn that sometimes it is better if
relationships end, especially if they are causing negative feelings or they are unsafe. Children are taught that relationship endings can be amicable.
Conceptual Understanding: Relationships

Key Vocabulary: Personal attributes, Qualities,
Characteristics, Self-esteem, Unique, Comparison,
Negative self-talk, Social media, Online, Community,
Risky, Positive, Negative, Safe, Unsafe, Rights,
Responsibilities, Social network, Gaming, Violence,
Grooming, Troll, Gambling, Betting, Trustworthy,
Appropriate, Screen time, Physical health, Mental
health, Off-line, Social, Peer pressure, Influences,
Personal information, Passwords, Privacy, Settings,
Profile, SMARRT rules.

Skills: • Can suggest strategies for building self-esteem of themselves and others • Can identify when an online community / social media group feels risky,
uncomfortable, or unsafe • Can suggest strategies for staying safe online/ social media • Can say how to report unsafe online / social network activity •
Can identify when an online game is safe or unsafe • Can suggest ways to monitor and reduce screen time • Can suggest strategies for managing unhelpful
pressures online or in social networks
Knowledge: • Know that a personality is made up of many different characteristics, qualities and
attributes • Know that belonging to an online community can have positive and negative
consequences • Know that there are rights and responsibilities in an online community or social
network • Know that there are rights and responsibilities when playing a game online • Know
that too much screen time isn’t healthy • Know how to stay safe when using technology to
communicate with friends

Learning Opportunities: Children learn about the
importance of self-esteem and ways this can be
boosted. This is important in an online context as well
as off-line, as mental health can be damaged by
excessive comparison with others. This leads onto a
series of lessons that allow the children to investigate
and reflect upon a variety of positive and negative
online/ social media contexts including gaming and
social networking. They learn about age -limits and
also age-appropriateness. Within these lessons,
children are taught the SMARRT internet safety rules
and they apply these in different situations. Risk,
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pressure and influences are revisited with a focus on
the physical and emotional aspects of identifying when
something online or in social media feels
uncomfortable or unsafe. Children are taught about
grooming and how people online can pretend to be
whoever they want. Rights, responsibilities and respect
are revisited with an angle on technology use. Screen
time is also discussed and children find ways to reduce
their own screen time. This Puzzle aims to help
children to be more discerning when viewing anything
online or on social media.
Enquiry (Key) Questions: • What online games do you like to play? Who do you play them with? • Do you ever talk to people you don’t know online? •
How do you know if people you talk to online are really who they say they are? • What would you do if you saw or heard something online that made you
feel uncomfortable? • How much screen time do you think you should have every day? • How shall we spend some special family time?
GLOBAL LEARNING
Prior Learning:
Key Concepts

Key Vocabulary:

Skills
Knowledge

Learning Opportunities

Enquiry (Key) Questions:
FRENCH
Prior Learning: telling the time, numbers, places in Paris, around town.
Key Concepts:
Language : using written or spoken words in a structured way to communicate

Key Vocabulary:
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Communication (including Listening) : offer and receive ideas in a range of ways;
make effective choices about the language to use to suit audience and purpose; use
language fluently and skilfully to present information, express their ideas, and
respond to others.
Intercultural Understanding: foster pupils’ curiosity and deepen their
understanding of the world, including the ideas, customs, and social behaviour of a
particular people or society
Cognate : that words from different languages may have the same linguistic
derivation
Grammatical similarities & differences
 Gender of nouns
 Grammatical meaning
Punctuation : Understand that a foreign language will have similar punctuation
to their English learning.
Intonation: the rise and fall, pattern or melody of pitch changes in speech
Translation : the process of changing words and phrases that are written or spoken
into another language to ensure they have the same meaning

les jours de la semaine - the days of the week
lundi - Monday
mardi - Tuesday
mercredi - Wednesday
jeudi - Thursday
vendredi - Friday
samedi - Saturday
dimanche - Sunday
cinquante – 50
à quelle heure…? - at what time…?
à une heure - at one o’clock
Où vas-tu ? - Where are you going?
Je vais à la… - I’m going to the…
Je vais au… - I’m going to the…
Je vais à l’…- I’m going to the…

Skills:
Speaking and listening
 Tell the time: Tell and understand the time on the hour, the half hour, the quarter hour
 Use numbers: Understand and use numbers 0-60.
 Understand and use a range of questions; be able to use tone of voice, inversion and question words.
 Use speaking frames to create simple, complex and compound sentences.
Reading and Writing
 Use writing frames to create simple, complex and compound sentences using a coordinating conjunction
Grammar
 Give definition and example of preposition and pronoun
 Understand the term definite and indefinite article, verb
Pronunciation and spelling
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 Know how to pronounce the phoneme represented by the digraph qu, in both French and English.
Language Learning skills
 Use strategies for memorising and recalling vocabulary.
Greater depth reading
 Read longer sentences and short paragraphs and understand the gist and some detail.
Greater depth writing
 Write sentences from memory, using familiar vocabulary with a high degree of accuracy.
Knowledge:












Ask where someone is going: Où vas-tu, Nora ?
Say where I am going: Je vais à la mairie / à l’hôpital / au café.
Use the numbers 1-50.
Know that in French, the days of the week are not written with a capital letter, unless
they are the first word in a sentence.
Know that a preposition tells us when or where something is, e.g. à une heure, à la
gare.
Know that the preposition à….
is used before the names of towns and cities, e.g. J’habite à Belfast, Je vais à
Cardiff
is used before the names of places, e.g. Je vais à la mairie, Je vais au café, Je
vais à l’hôtel.
- can be used with all determiners; when the determiner is le, à + le becomes
au, e.g. Je vais au parc.
Know that the definite article is used with the names of countries, e.g. la France,
l’Écosse, le Pays de Galles.
Know that the definite article can also be used with common nouns, e.g. la poste,
l’hôtel, le cinéma.
Know that an adverb of time answers the question “When?”, e.g. à trois heures.
Know that an adverbial phrase can be used to express time (à une heure) or place (à la
piscine).

Learning Opportunities:
See Niveau Tricolore Module 5.
Activities could include:
 Revise numbers 1-50 using any strategies that
provide challenge and enjoyment.
 Using pictures or cuddly toys, practise questions
and answers of place
 Use speaking frames to practise conversations
 Revisit Paris landmarks and arrondisements
using photos
 Play games to learn days of the week
 Using online clocks, practise telling time in
different time zones
 Compare Paris and Sydney using photos
 Sing songs with actions
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Know that an adverbial phrase often consists of a preposition and a noun, e.g. Je vais à
la patinoire à cinq heures.
Give a description of the 4th arrondissement in Paris.





Sing song such as Alouette.
Say rhyme such as Frappe, frappe frappe.
Listen to a story such as Mimi Cracra fait le chef d'orchestre

